Effects of obliquity and water vapor/trace gas greenhouses in the early martian climate
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We explore possible mechanisms for the generation of warm, wet climates on early Mars as a result of greenhouse warming by both water vapor and periodic volcanic trace emissions. The presence of both water vapor (a strong greenhouse gas) and other trace greenhouse gases (such as SO2) in a predominantly CO2 atmosphere may act, under certain conditions, to elevate surface temperatures above the freezing point of liquid water, at least episodically. Variations in obliquity are explored to investigate whether these periodic variations in insolation at Mars can broaden the regions or seasons where warm temperatures can exist. We use the Mars Weather Research and Forecasting general circulation model to perform several simulations of the conditions of the early martian atmosphere containing these gases and find global temperatures to be cooler than the elevated levels suggested by at least one recent study by Johnson et al. (2008). While achieving temperatures above 273 K globally remains challenging, the additional warming by greenhouse gases under certain obliquity states can permit for widespread seasonally warm conditions, which can help to explain the presence of fluvial surface features (e.g., valley networks) and hydrous minerals of post-Noachian age, a period when alternate methods do not convincingly explain the sustainability of liquid water. Furthermore, we find that global warming can be achieved with the presence of a darker surface globally, which is consistent with both widespread exposure of unweathered basaltic bedrock or the presence of a large surface ocean or sea.


1. Introduction

There is widespread support for the argument that during the earliest period of martian history, the Noachian (>3.7 Ga), the planet was substantially warmer and wetter than at present day [e.g., Pollack et al., 1987; Craddock and Howard, 2002; Hoke and Hynek, 2009]. The mechanism by which the climate of Mars was maintained in a possible “warm, wet” state, however, remains unclear.

Many of these arguments invoke thicker and, hence, warmer CO2-based atmospheres in order to achieve surface temperatures at or above the melting point of water. These early atmospheres would have subsequently eroded to space or otherwise diminished. Varied attempts to explain surface conditions at or above these temperatures through enhanced greenhouse warming in the atmosphere have all suffered from complications, especially under the reduced solar luminosity of the young Sun [Gough, 1981; Sackmann and Boothroyd, 2003] (resulting in the so-called “faint young Sun” paradox). A thick (multibar) CO2 atmosphere appears to be incapable of providing the required warming [Kasting, 1991; Wordsworth et al., 2013]. Additional contributions from a range of atmospheric gases and aerosols have been suggested, but these, too, suffer from seemingly fatal flaws that have precluded their widespread acceptance as key components of the early martian climate. Gases such as ammonia and methane [Kuhn and Atreya, 1979; Kasting, 1982] have short photochemical lifetimes, which require steady replenishment to maintain any extended greenhouse role. Organic hazes [Sagan and Chyba, 1997] are unlikely to be produced in the oxidizing martian atmosphere, whereas sulfur dioxide [Postawko and Kuhn, 1986; Yung et al., 1997] is highly soluble and may precipitate quickly. The presence of IR-scattering CO2 ice clouds [Forget and Pierrehumbert, 1997; Mischna et al., 2000; Forget et al., 2013] have likewise been proposed, but the scenario requires a large fractional cloud cover that is not expected from the dynamics of the early
martian atmosphere. Interestingly, it was noted more than a decade ago in Carr [1996], “current climate models cannot be satisfactorily reconciled with the concept of an early, warm and wet Mars.” Despite great advances in Mars climate modeling between then and now, this statement remains as true today as when written.

[4] In an attempt to address this seemingly intractable problem, other suggestions for the provenance of surficial fluvial features dated to the Noachian have been introduced, each of which attempts to explain how such morphology could be established in the absence of long-term warm conditions. Squyres and Kasting [1994] put forth the idea that hydrothermal convection beneath the surface is responsible for the production of liquid water at the surface and that such episodic and localized surface water could flow for tens to hundreds of kilometers before freezing, explaining the observed valley systems. Segura et al. [2002, 2008] have suggested that moderate-to-large-sized impactors (>30 km), which would have been more frequent during earlier periods of martian history, would have produced periodic warm and rainy conditions for the years to decades following impact and near-surface temperatures above 273 K for even longer—a process that can provide a source of liquid for the many observed features on the surface.

[5] Recently, a study by Ehlmann et al. [2011] suggested that the observed clay minerals at the martian surface could all have been formed through interactions with subsurface water and subsequently exposed through surface erosion, precluding the need for interaction with the near-surface hydrological cycle and the warm, wet conditions suggested by its presence. While a novel assertion, it does not appear to be able to explain the presence of all the clays observed at the surface. Ehlmann et al. [2011] used the detection of observed hydrated minerals to understand climate in the Noachian on Mars, but minerals serve as poor proxies for the local climatic conditions because it cannot be determined if they are detrital in nature and formed in the deep crust (consistent with the cold climate hypothesis) or authigenic and formed generally in place at the surface (which supports the warm, wet hypothesis). Without question, some of the clay minerals were formed in sedimentary rocks created at the surface, and therefore, they must have formed in wet (and, hence, warm) environments. A study by Halevy et al. [2011] of carbonate inclusions in the ALH84001 meteorite found that, based upon isotopic fractionation, the inclusions were formed at a surface temperature of ~18°C in a near-surface aqueous environment, pointing to a warm environment for at least some time. As one of the few direct data points of the early martian climate, it points strongly towards and environment that was somewhat clement, although the duration of such conditions cannot be precisely known.

[6] Apart from the alternative arguments presented above, the notion that early Mars had a warmer and wetter environment due to greenhouse warming by one or more gases remains, perhaps, the most widely explored means of explaining the observed surface geochemistry and geomorphology.

[7] The idea that sulfur-bearing gases may have contributed to an early greenhouse is an intriguing one that has been both periodically and recently revisited [Postawko and Kuhn, 1986; Yung et al., 1997; Halevy et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2008, 2009; Tian et al., 2010]. The behavior of such species (specifically, SO2 and H2S) is sufficiently complex that there is little certainty as to the net effect of sulfur in the early martian atmosphere and the effect may be time varying. The presence of sulfur-bearing gases in the early martian atmosphere is expected; both sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide are common products from volcanic outgassing on Earth and are similarly expected from outgassing and eruptive volcanic events on Mars. Indeed, sulfur-bearing minerals appear to be an important component of the geologic rock record on Mars and point to an active sulfur cycle [McLennan and Grozinger, 2008; King and McLennan, 2010]. Both sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide gas are absorbing in the infrared, identifying them as possible greenhouse candidates. Suggestions that sulfur dioxide (SO2) in particular may have acted as an effective greenhouse warmer have been around for some time. Early results from Postawko and Kuhn [1986] with a 1-D, annually averaged model indicated that levels of 1000 ppm could contribute to as much as 8–10 K of warming, although, as a 1-D model, that study was limited to globally averaged conditions and did not generally explore the possibility of localized niches becoming warmer or exceeding the 273 K threshold for liquid water.

[8] More recently, Johnson et al. [2008] performed a modeling investigation of the warming influence of volcanically introduced SO2 into the early martian atmosphere using a 3-D GCM. For background atmospheres of both 50 mb and 500 mb CO2, and in the presence of water vapor, the role of SO2 as an additional greenhouse gas was explored. Unlike prior investigations, these results showed a potentially significant feedback cycle between water vapor and SO2 (although the feedback was not strictly limited to SO2). Specifically, the warming contribution of SO2 was thought to act as a “trigger” in the climate system, raising the mean global surface temperature enough such that significantly greater abundances of water vapor could enter the atmosphere, with the water vapor ultimately acting as the dominant greenhouse gas. These results were surprising and did not agree with the prior investigations, leading to a potential avenue by which early Mars could have sustained warmer temperatures.

[9] Here, we re-evaluate, in part, the work in Johnson et al. [2008] using an improved version of the radiation code used in that study along with a consideration of relevant orbital parameters. The improvements to the radiation code are based on more recent suggestions of appropriate line shape parameters and collision-induced absorption and continuum functions than were used previously [Halevy et al., 2009; Wordsworth et al., 2010]. We use a correlated-k approach [Mischna et al., 2012] to solve the equations of radiative transfer for multiple-gas atmospheres (CO2 + H2O + SO2) using the same atmospheric conditions studied in Johnson et al. [2008].

[10] In section 2, we provide a brief discussion of the evidence for warm conditions during early Mars history. In section 3, we discuss the underlying concept of a trace gas/oiliquity-regulated greenhouse cycle. A description of both the climate model and radiation algorithms is presented in section 4, and section 5 presents results from our model for a range of conditions possible on early Mars. We interpret these results in section 6.
2. Background

[11] While they may seem, prima facie, wholly independent, greenhouse warming and obliquity have a closely linked role in regulating climate through martian history. While at present, the climate is modified predominantly by changes in obliquity with a minimal role for volcanism and greenhouse warming, during the Noachian, especially during the development of the Tharsis rise, the reverse was likely true, and obliquity oscillations played a secondary role within a volcanically dominated martian climate. The transitional period between these two end-member conditions was extensive, and findings of post-Noachian fluvial formations on the surface [Mangold et al., 2004, 2008] point to a Hesperian climate where obliquity may have played a significant role in regulating the climate by serving as the “switch” that transitioned Mars between cold/dry and warm/wet periods.

2.1. Geologic Evidence for Warm Conditions Through Martian History

[12] The role of water during the early periods of martian history was likely substantial. There is widespread evidence of aqueous alteration of hydrous minerals present in terrains that date to the Noachian period (4.5 to 3.7 Ga). Results from OMEGA (Observatoire pour la Mineralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité) on board Mars Express reveal the widespread presence of phyllosilicate minerals [Poulet et al., 2005; Bibring et al., 2006] mapped to the oldest, Noachian-aged surfaces. More recent results from Carter et al. [2010] have identified ancient hydrated silicates in crustal outcrops of the martian northern plains. These hydrous materials, which may represent aqueous alteration of igneous rocks or direct precipitation out of fluids, point to a global warm and wet Noachian period on Mars. Following the Late Heavy Bombardment (~3.8 Ga), it is generally believed that there was a gradual cooling of the surface environment, due to decreased interplanetary dust impacts and a steady erosion of the atmosphere, such that by ~3.5 Ga the character of the surface environment had changed substantially. Whereas many Noachian-aged surfaces contain phyllosilicate (clay) mineral assemblages, whose formation requires the presence of water, there are fewer terrains of Hesperian age that show the clear signature of enduring water. Discovery of Hesperian-aged hydrated silicates such as opal in regions adjacent to Valles Marineris [Milliken et al., 2008] do require the presence of water to form; however, the low abundance of quartz on the surface along with enhanced levels of opal-A and opal-CT indicates that the conversion to quartz was incomplete, and, hence, the duration of water interaction at the surface was limited after the opal was formed [Tosca and Knoll, 2009]. Regional valley networks [Mangold et al., 2004, 2008] that cut through Hesperian-aged terrain adjacent to Echus and Melas Chasmata also suggest precipitation during the Late Hesperian, and thus warmer conditions at least periodically during this period. The presence of these younger fluvial features on the surface indicates at least the temporary presence of liquid water at the surface on either a regional or global scale.

2.2. Post-Noachian Fluvial Activity: Competing Hypotheses

[13] Multiple hypotheses [e.g., Clifford and Parker, 2001; Baker, 2009] present differing scenarios of how the climate may have evolved during this period of martian history (Figure 1); there are two leading explanations for the formation of fluvial surface features in the post-Noachian terrains. The first argues that a secular decrease in internal heating produced a martian climate that was largely cold and dry by the time of the Noachian-Hesperian transition. Fluvial surface features dated to the post-Noachian are explained as being a response to local enhancements in hydrothermal circulation or subsurface heat flow [Squyres and Kasting, 1994; Gulick, 2001]. In other words, these features are a response to local, rather than global, climate change. The near-surface environment has responded to this decrease in internal heating by the gradual thickening of the cryosphere over time [Clifford and Parker, 2001], reducing the likelihood of water at the surface. This theory can be visualized in terms of the relative “ease” of supporting surface liquid by the “Secular Decrease” curve in Figure 1.

[14] The second theory was originally conceived by Baker et al. [1991] and is known by the moniker Mars Episodic Glacial Atmospheric Oceanic Upwelling by Thermotectonic FLOOD Outburst (“MEGAOUTFLO”). The MEGAOUTFLO theory argues for episodic enhancements in heat flow and volcanism, which result in short-duration periods throughout martian history that are globally warmer and wetter than those at present (Baker [2009]; Figure 1, “MEGAOUTFLO” curve). The presence of post-Noachian fluvial erosion in the highland valleys [Baker and Partridge, 1986; Bradley et al., 2002], valley networks on Alba Patera [Baker et al., 1991] and adjacent to Valles Marineris [Mangold et al., 2004], young fluvial formations in Medusa Fossae [Bradley et al., 2002] and many apparently warm-based glacial features [Baker, 2001] are all seen as consistent with these periodic warming episodes in the martian climate during the post-Noachian period. Mars Express High-Resolution Stereo Camera observations of Mars have bolstered this idea of episodic volcanic activity spanning most of post-Noachian martian history [Neukum et al., 2004; Werner, 2009]. In MEGAOUTFLO, thermal and/or tectonic effects associated with large mantle plumes result in the release of large amounts of radiatively active gases (in the original MEGAOUTFLO concept, these gases are primarily CO₂ and CH₄), which produce massive, explosive outbursts of water and sediment, flooding the martian Northern Plains with a large-scale northern ocean and initiating a widespread greenhouse effect across the planet from the once-subsurface reservoirs of CO₂, H₂O and other trace gases. These periodic outbursts are short-lived (10³-10⁵ years) and the age of the observed landforms seems to suggest that these episodes were longer in duration during the Noachian, and have grown progressively shorter with time.

3. Trace Gas/Oblliquity Interaction

[15] As discussed in section 1, there have been no completely satisfactory explanations for how a greenhouse atmosphere, alone, could have maintained a wet early Mars in light of the reduced solar luminosity [Gough, 1981; Sackmann and Boothroyd, 2003] expected during the Noachian. One investigation using a GCM to study an early Mars environment with moderate CO₂ atmospheres and high levels of atmospheric SO₂ [Johnson et al., 2008] produced an interesting result. Confirming previous investigations [e.g., Postawko and Kuhn, 1986], the individual greenhouse roles of H₂O and SO₂ were...
**Figure 1.** Two possible timelines for the level of aqueous activity at the martian surface: a steady, secular decrease with time having little aqueous activity since the Late Hesperian or the MEGAOUTFLO scenario with generally low, but episodically high, water activity throughout history. Both scenarios envision a warm, wet, volcanically dominated Noachian beginning with the early influx of volatiles from planetary bombardment and are consistent with a present-day obliquity-dominated climate. Changes in aqueous activity today are controlled by shifts in axial tilt over the $10^7$ year obliquity cycle (enlargement).

found to be small at low martian temperatures, even in a background atmosphere of tens to hundreds of millibars of CO$_2$. However, the volcanic emission of certain greenhouse gases, while themselves not sufficient to provide the warming required for surface liquid, appeared to have acted as a “trigger” to elevate the mean atmospheric temperature to a point at which water vapor became the dominant greenhouse gas, and could have remained so for some time following photochemical loss or rainout of the initial volcanic species.

[16] Conditions expected during the Late Noachian-Early Hesperian period provide such an avenue by which high levels of water vapor can be sustained for not-insignificant periods of time. The initial rise in temperature from the volcanic outgassing imparts the needed warming to spur greater influx of water vapor into the atmosphere from extant surface and near-surface reservoirs. Paleoclimate photochemical modeling by Johnson et al. [2009] estimates the lifetime of the large amounts of SO$_2$ in the early martian atmosphere, from Johnson et al. [2008], to be $10^3$-$10^4$ years, providing an extended period under which large-scale surface water reservoirs can develop. For lesser SO$_2$ abundances, the atmospheric lifetime would be correspondingly shorter, but the actual abundance that could be reached during an individual outgassing episode still remains an open question and was, presumably, episodically variable. So long as the atmosphere is in contact with this surface water, the atmosphere will remain humid. (Liquid water is not strictly necessary, but its presence implies higher atmospheric temperatures and thus a larger water vapor capacity). Following the eventual loss of the volcanic trace gases, atmospheric temperatures will return to their pre-“trigger” values, buffered somewhat by the transient presence of any surface water as the overall system slowly cools.

[17] Conventional wisdom argues that a species like SO$_2$ (and H$_2$S, through its oxidation) would make a poor greenhouse gas because of its high solubility and participation in photochemical pathways that lead to sulfate aerosols. Such aerosols have a penchant for scattering incoming sunlight and thus are thought to act as a net cooling mechanism [e.g., Tian et al., 2010]. The photochemical modeling of Johnson et al. [2009] indicates, however, that this might not be the case in an ancient martian atmosphere that was more reduced than today. The chemical pathway from SO$_2$ to SO$_4$ aerosols requires radical species (primarily OH) in order to proceed. Under the thicker (and more reducing) ancient martian conditions, these radical species would be highly depleted below the ancient martian tropopause. Therefore, even though SO$_2$ would have been be abundant, there would be too few available oxidants for efficient conversion of SO$_2$ into sulfate, and thus minimal scattering (and cooling) of the atmosphere. Further, loss of SO$_2$ dissolved in rainwater would be limited by surface water saturated in SO$_2$ [Johnson et al., 2009].

[18] In contrast, Tian et al. [2010], using an approach that considered the radiative effects of sulfate aerosols, argued that the transient warming period should be on the order of months, not years (nor centuries), due to the eventual cooling effect introduced by scattering from airborne sulfate aerosols. Both approaches concede that numerous volcanic events (up to $\sim 10^5$) are consistent with best estimates of total maximum sulfur outgassing from the formation of the Tharsis province [Halevy et al., 2007].

[19] Today, martian climate is largely controlled by the planet’s obliquity, or axial tilt. While presently at a moderate 25$^\circ$, the obliquity of Mars oscillates with a period of $\sim 10^5$ years and, within the past 20 Myr, has ranged between 15$^\circ$ and 45$^\circ$ [Laskar et al., 2004]. There is substantial evidence that these shifts in obliquity are the key drivers of recent martian climate. GCM modeling of Haberle et al. [2003], Mischna et al. [2003] and Forget et al. [2006] find that under periods of higher obliquity ($>\sim 35^\circ$), polar surface ice is mobilized and transported to lower latitudes, where it is thermodynamically stable. These studies confirm the early predictions of Jakosky and Carr [1985]. At obliquities of 45$^\circ$ and higher, ice is stable at the equator. Geomorphological evidence of mid-latitude glacial deposits [Christensen, 2003; Milliken et al., 2003; Head et al., 2005; Plaut et al., 2009], mantled and desiccated terrain [Mustard et al., 2001;
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The same cannot be said for earlier epochs when a somewhat thicker CO\textsubscript{2} atmosphere and more vigorous volcanic activity elevated atmospheric temperatures to the point that these oscillations in obliquity may have had a real and significant control on whether the system fell above or below the nominal freezing point. Conceptually, the control of obliquity on temperature is illustrated in Figure 2. In the absence of widespread volcanic emissions, such as today, the mean global surface temperature (red, dashed curves) varies only slightly over obliquity cycles, and it remains at least several tens of degrees below the nominal freezing point (a portion of an identical, “nominal” obliquity cycle is illustrated at the top for each of the three martian epochs.) During periods of increasing or sustained high obliquity, higher water vapor levels are supported in the atmosphere. If, during this high obliquity period, there is an event that elevates volcanic trace gas levels, even more water vapor can enter the atmosphere, raising temperatures (lower solid black curves) above the freezing point. This effect is negligible in the cold/dry Amazonian climate, and therefore sustained liquid water is not possible. During the Noachian, prolonged volcanism (and a thicker CO\textsubscript{2} atmosphere) would have overwhelmed the modifying effects of obliquity, allowing the presence of liquid water by this method almost regardless of tilt. It is during the Hesperian that surface temperatures are most dramatically influenced by shifts in obliquity. Once high, temperatures above the melting point of water ice can be temporarily sustained so long as obliquity remains high and surface water is available to humidify the atmosphere. As obliquity begins to decrease and surface reservoirs freeze, water vapor levels fall and the entire system “crashes” back to a cold, dry state.

Our avenue for exploring this proposed idea involves the use of a 3-D GCM that is capable of modeling the climate conditions believed to be present during early martian history. By setting the most influential orbital parameters and adjusting the amount of water vapor present in the atmosphere, we can examine the range of conditions that are plausible in the early martian climate both during and after one of these large volcanic events and on the timescales of the orbital cycles.

4. Model Description

4.1. MarsWRF General Circulation Model

Atmospheric circulation on Mars is simulated using the Mars Weather Research and Forecasting (MarsWRF) GCM. MarsWRF is a global model derived from the terrestrial mesoscale WRF model [Michalakes et al., 2004; Skamarock et al., 2005; Skamarock and Klemp, 2008] and is a Mars-specific implementation of the PlanetWRF GCM [Richardson et al., 2007]. MarsWRF solves the primitive equations using a finite difference model on an Arakawa C
grid. The horizontal resolution of the model is variable and selectable at runtime, and the vertical grid follows a modified-sigma (terrain-following) coordinate with resolution also selectable at runtime. For validation purposes, the total present-day atmospheric CO$_2$ budget has been tuned [Guo et al., 2009] to fit the Viking Lander annual pressure curves (~6.1 mb) before the pressure is scaled upwards to reflect the thicker early martian atmosphere. Surface albedo and thermal inertia are matched to MGS-TES observations [Christensen et al., 2001; Putzig et al., 2005] except where noted for specific investigations. Water ice albedo and emissivity are fixed at 0.45 and 1.0, respectively, while corresponding values for CO$_2$ ice are independently chosen for each hemisphere [Guo et al., 2009], although this does not appreciably affect our results. Under these thicker-atmosphere conditions, we do not impose a permanent south polar CO$_2$ ice cap but replace it with a permanent H$_2$O ice cap of similar size. We use a model resolution of 5° × 5° × 40 vertical layers, (from 0–80 km). Orbital and axial parameters are readily adjusted in MarsWRF, which makes it straightforward to examine Mars at conditions of varying obliquity. At different obliquities, surface albedo and thermal inertia maps are modified in response to the deposition of ice on the surface at each location. This process follows from Mischna et al. [2003]. A basic water cycle is present in MarsWRF, allowing for the formation of water ice clouds (although they are not radiatively active here), including particle sedimentation and transport.

4.2. KDM Radiation Code

[25] We have developed a multigas, two-stream radiation referred to as the KDM model [Mischna et al., 2012] loosely based on the structure outlined in Edwards and Slingo [1996] but modified to use the k-distribution radiative transfer method. This method retains much of the accuracy of line-by-line calculations but is significantly faster, making it ideal for computationally expensive 3-D global models. Details about the correlated-k method are widely found in the literature [e.g., Lacis and Oinas, 1991; Fu and Liu, 1992], and information about the particular implementation used here may be found in Mischna et al. [2012]. We provide only a brief description of the approach here.

[26] Conceptually, the “trick” to the correlated-k method involves partitioning the solar/IR spectrum into distinct spectral bands and resorting the absorption curve within each band (which is highly variable as a function of wavelength) to produce a smooth curve of line strength that is more conducive to numerical approximation. In the present implementation, the full solar/IR spectrum is partitioned into 14 bands (seven solar, seven IR, from 0.24 to 1000 µm) of varying widths. The absorptivities within each band are then sorted by strength. This sorted curve no longer maps line intensity directly to wavelength but instead maps intensity to the cumulative probability function, i.e., “What fraction of the intensities are smaller than the given intensity?” Atmospheric transmissivity, $Tr$, is calculated by numerical integration of this smooth curve using a 32-point double Gaussian quadrature (split at 0.95) according to

$$Tr = \sum_{i=1}^{32} a_i \exp[-k_i u]$$

where $k_i$ are the absorption coefficients at each of the 32 quadrature points, $a_i$ are the corresponding weights obtained from the Gaussian quadrature (which are fixed across all spectral bands and all atmospheric conditions), and $u$ is the mass of the absorbing gas in the optical path ($ku$ is more commonly known as $\tau$—atmospheric opacity).

[27] Absorption coefficients are stored offline in a LUT. Coefficients are stored from 50 to 400 K with 20 K spacing and from $10^{-6}$ to $10^8$ Pa with $\log(\rho)$ = 0.4 spacing. Water vapor is allowed to vary in the climate model, and gas mixtures with variable water vapor amounts from $10^{-7}$ to $10^{-1}$ (by decade) along with a water-free mixture are stored in the LUT. We assume a fixed amount of SO$_2$ present in the atmosphere, a $2.45 \times 10^{-4}$ mixing ratio, mimicking the high limit used in Johnson et al. [2008] for a 500 mb atmosphere, based on estimate of Wilson and Head [2002]. Our choice here is designed to provide the best-case scenario for achieving warm conditions. Lesser amounts of SO$_2$, such as the lower limit used in Johnson et al. [2008] (still a significant concentration requiring a high level of volcanic outgassing), will produce less warming. In this sense, if warm temperatures cannot be achieved in our present model, then they likely cannot be achieved with lesser SO$_2$ abundances.

[28] The radiation code has been incorporated into the MarsWRF general circulation model and the GCM is run forward for two martian years with output every 3 hours. Results are analyzed for the second Mars year. Simulations (not shown) of surface temperatures have been run out for as much as seven Mars years and show no appreciable differences beyond the second year. Solar luminosity has been reduced to 75% of the present-day value to reproduce the faint young Sun experienced in early martian history, and dust is excluded from the atmosphere as the abundance and distribution of dust is unknown in the early Mars environment.

5. Model Runs

5.1. Present Obliquity (25°)

[29] Our choice of SO$_2$ mixing ratio is based on the maximum estimated abundance from Johnson et al. [2008] for a 500 mb baseline CO$_2$ atmosphere (245 ppm), which yielded the maximum level of warming among their scenarios. By choosing atmospheric conditions that maximize greenhouse warming, we can provide an upper limit on not only the global average temperatures that may be obtained but also localized variations that may provide isolated regions of enhanced warming.

5.1.1. Baseline

[30] For the baseline simulation, we have run the MarsWRF GCM with an atmosphere of 500 mb CO$_2$ and no other radiatively active atmospheric gases. Annually averaged surface temperatures for the last year of the simulation are shown in Figure 3a. Peak annually averaged equatorial temperatures reach ~235 K, with a globally averaged value of 219 K (Table 1). This is within a couple degrees of the value obtained by Johnson et al. [2008] and not too dissimilar from the current average surface temperature. The increased greenhouse potential of the thicker CO$_2$ atmosphere is offset by the reduction in solar luminosity.
Perhaps more significant for understanding the likelihood of sustaining liquid water at the surface is a measure of the fraction of the year for which surface temperatures are at or exceed a nominal melting temperature. As a conservative assumption, we use 273 K for pure water, although melting temperatures for brine solutions may be many tens of degrees lower than this [Clark and Van Hart, 1981; Hecht et al., 2009]. Figure 4a illustrates the percentage of the year for which surface temperatures exceed 273 K in the baseline simulation. In our CO₂-only case, only rarefied locations will ever see conditions above melting, generally restricted to the southern mid-latitudes and even then for <10% of the martian year (on the order of 50–60 sols). This does not suggest temperatures over 273 K for continuous periods but rather 50–60 days where noontime peak temperatures may exceed 273 K for perhaps an hour or two. This is highlighted in Figure 5a, which shows the longest duration within the year for which temperatures remain consistently above 273 K. As expected, no surface location exceeds this threshold continuously for more than a few hours. The distribution of these locations in the south reflects the influence of the spin axis orientation, which, in these simulations, mimics the present-day condition, where southern summer coincides with perihelion and thus, summertime temperatures are warmer in the south than the north. Reversing this orientation puts warmer temperatures in the northern hemisphere.

### 5.1.2. Water Vapor

Water vapor may have a potentially significant greenhouse impact in the atmosphere. The magnitude of this effect is explored by considering two separate scenarios. In the first, we examine the magnitude of warming achieved by introducing a nominal atmospheric water cycle into the
martian system. This simple cycle allows water vapor to sublimate off polar caps (present in both hemispheres) and into the atmosphere. Where saturated, water ice can form in the atmosphere and fall to the surface. We do not include the radiative effect of water ice clouds in this situation as we are considering gas phase warming only. Figure 6 illustrates the column-integrated annual water vapor abundance for this simple water cycle model (referred to as the "standard Mars water cycle").

To determine the upper limit of warming from water vapor, the second scenario prescribes a time-dependent and location-dependent mixing ratio at each model grid point equal to the local saturation vapor pressure (determined by the local temperature). Again, cloud formation is ignored, although more likely to occur under these (contrived) conditions than in our standard Mars water cycle scenario.

Figure 4. Fraction of the year for which surface temperatures exceed 273 K for the same simulations as in Figure 3. Areas in white experience such temperatures <1% of the martian year.

Figure 5. Longest duration (in sols) over which temperatures continuously exceed 273 K for the same simulations as in Figure 3. Areas in white experience such temperatures at no point during the martian year.

Net warming over the CO₂-only atmosphere is shown in Figure 7a and reveals only nominal warming planet-wide, with slightly higher warming of about 5–6 K in the north polar regions adjacent to the large residual polar cap. Water vapor is being sublimed off the residual polar caps during their respective summers, which manifests itself as seasonal maxima at these latitudes during the summer seasons. This behavior is not unlike present-day Mars but without the presence of a residual CO₂ ice cap in the south, which inhibits water vapor sublimation during southern summer.

To determine the upper limit of warming from water vapor, the second scenario prescribes a time-dependent and location-dependent mixing ratio at each model grid point equal to the local saturation vapor pressure (determined by the local temperature). Again, cloud formation is ignored, although more likely to occur under these (contrived) conditions than in our standard Mars water cycle scenario. Such a saturated atmosphere provides substantially more warming to the early Mars climate than the standard water cycle, with increases of ~20 K found in the northern polar regions (Figure 7b). The warming distribution generally follows the topography and overall atmospheric column depth.
For both of these scenarios, the presence of water vapor does not significantly increase the likelihood of surface liquid water—the longest duration of temperatures consistently above 273 K increases to 1–2 sols during the peak summer months (Figures 5b and 5c), which may allow for localized flow of water were, for example, a surface source to be present. Interestingly, for the saturated atmosphere, it appears that the likelihood slightly decreases over both the CO$_2$-only and standard water cycle scenarios. We interpret this behavior as being the effect of high levels of water vapor in the warm lower atmosphere actually reducing the amount of shortwave radiation reaching the surface, with this shortfall being taken up in the atmosphere itself.

This peculiar behavior is illustrated in Figure 8, which, in the left panel, shows the zonally averaged downward shortwave (solar) flux at the surface for both the “standard” water cycle case (solid line) and the saturated atmosphere case (dashed line) around southern summer solstice. The reduction in surface flux in the saturated

Figure 6. Column-integrated water vapor profile (pr $\mu$m) for the standard water cycle. Both poles have exposed water ice caps, resulting in a greater influx of water from the south compared to the present-day situation.

Figure 7. Level of greenhouse warming (in K) for the same simulations as in Figure 3 relative to a 500 mb CO$_2$ atmosphere (Figure 3a). The “missing” panel reflects lack of temperature differences when comparing Figure 3a to itself.

Figure 8. (Left) Zonally averaged downward visible solar flux (in Wm$^{-2}$) at a single time at southern summer solstice for the “standard” water cycle (solid) and saturated water cycle (dashed) cases. (Right) Zonally averaged temperature difference (in K) between the “standard” and saturated cases for the same time period. Positive values mean saturated case is warmer than “standard” case at that altitude. Solid lines indicate profiles in the southern hemisphere and dashed lines for the northern hemisphere.
atmosphere is evident in the southern hemisphere where temperatures are warmest and water vapor content of the saturated atmosphere is greatest. The zonally averaged temperature difference (ΔT) in each of the 36 model latitude bands between the two simulations during the same time period is shown in the right panel of Figure 8. The solid lines, corresponding to latitudes in the southern hemisphere, show a distinct pattern, with slightly positive values above ~50 mb (positive indicates the saturated case is warmer) and mostly negative values below, including at the surface, which is reflected in the results of Figures 7b and 7c, for which the likelihood of surface liquid water is slightly greater for the drier “standard” water cycle. At pressures above ~200 mb, the trend in ΔT reverses, and values tend towards the positive; however, the higher elevation of the southern hemisphere (having, hence, lower surface pressures) prevents the saturated case from again being warmer at the surface. A similar overall behavior is observed in the northern (wintertime) hemisphere, which is represented by the dashed lines, but the effect of the lower topography can be seen by the more strongly positive temperature differences at the surface. As the north is the winter hemisphere in this case, we would not expect either scenario to yield temperatures >273 K during this season, which is consistent with Figure 7a or 7b.

5.1.3. Sulfur Dioxide

Next, we explore the magnitude of the greenhouse contribution from SO₂ alone by adding SO₂ into the model atmosphere and excluding water vapor. Figure 7c illustrates the warming contribution of SO₂, which is more significant than that of water vapor. Peak temperatures in this simulation may be as much as 35 K warmer than CO₂ only, in line with, but greater than, the ~27 K warming seen in Johnson et al. [2008, Figure 4d]. As with water vapor, the pattern of warming generally mimics the surface topography, indicating that SO₂ is not optically thick at these abundances. There is a slight growth in the area for which surface temperatures exceed 273 K but not significantly greater than our previous cases.

Despite the northern hemisphere experiencing the greatest relative warming, it remains the southern hemisphere that is, overall, the warmest. The deep Hellas basin has become a clear region of warm temperatures—above 273 K for ~20% of the year, all of which occurs contingently during the southern summer, with localized subregions of Hellas maintaining warm temperatures for up to 100 consecutive sols.

In Figures 7d and 7e, we reintroduce water vapor into the atmosphere using the standard water cycle and a saturated atmosphere, respectively. In the latter case, warming of >40 K is found throughout the northern hemisphere high latitudes and warming of >20 K globally. For these conditions, we begin to see conditions more conducive to the presence of liquid water. Much of the planet experiences conditions >273 K for 10% of the year (Figures 4e and 4f), with the Hellas basin exhibiting such temperatures for nearly half of the year. With the exception of the Tharsis region, warm temperatures are achieved globally for at least a portion of the year.

These results, however, are counter to the spectacular warming found by Johnson et al. [2008] which showed a maximum ΔT of ~70 K for the CO₂ + SO₂ + H₂O simulation and nearly ubiquitous conditions above 273 K. The present radiation model is a significant improvement over the one used in Johnson et al. [2008] and incorporates several modifications that better capture the nature of the radiative transfer, including incorporation of collision-induced absorption and continuum effects, a finer discretization of the spectral grid and better characterization of the 15 μm CO₂ band.

Mischna et al. [2012] performed a rigorous validation of the present KDM scheme and found it to provide results consistent with line-by-line spectral models for both present-day and early Mars atmospheres. A reanalysis of the absorption model used in Johnson et al. [2008] shows similar results for present-day conditions but somewhat significant departures (relative to line-by-line models) for conditions of thicker and wetter atmospheres, resulting in an excess of atmospheric absorption and excessive surface temperatures. We are confident that the results presented here are superior to those in Johnson et al. [2008] and conclude that the results from Johnson et al. [2008], which were not adequate validated, incorrectly overestimated the amount of warming expected under these wet, thick atmosphere conditions, as they are noticeably distinct from both recent results and other, earlier work.

5.2. Obliquity Cycle

In the previous section, we have seen that even under the most optimistic cases, at present-day obliquity and with a 500 mb atmosphere of CO₂, H₂O, and SO₂, it is difficult to sustain warm temperatures at the martian surface except for limited niches. The situation is further compounded by the orbital configuration of the planet. Under varying orbital conditions, the distribution of insolation varies markedly, which modifies the surface temperature distribution and hence the local saturation vapor pressure, which will impact the peak warming one can expect at the surface.

Martian obliquity has a periodic cycle of ~124,000 years and oscillates regularly, with swings of as much as 30–40° per cycle. Numerical integrations have calculated martian obliquity back as far as 20 Myr [Laskar et al., 2004] and have provided probability functions of martian obliquity (which is chaotic on longer timescales) throughout its history. At higher obliquity, during the summer months, the high latitudes are bathed in perpetual sunlight and achieve higher peak surface temperatures than at lower obliquities. Under these circumstances, the tropical regions of the planet serve as the atmospheric “cold trap,” with the corresponding migration of surface ice from the poles to the more stable equatorial region [Mischna et al., 2003]. As we have seen in the previous section, it is the high northern latitudes that generally receive the greatest differential warming at present obliquity. It is worth investigating, then, what additional effect to localized warming may be contributed by a shift in obliquity.

At first glance, it is clear that greater insolation at high obliquity will lead to warmer surface temperatures in the polar regions during the summer months. Additionally, the increased sublimation of surface ice at the poles will contribute a greater amount of water vapor to the atmosphere, increasing the warming effect. Conversely, at low obliquity, the poles remain in perpetual twilight or darkness and cold trap both atmospheric water and CO₂. Figure 9 shows the annually averaged temperatures for an atmosphere at (a) 5°, (b) 15°, (c) 25°, (d) 45°, and (e) 60° obliquity, with SO₂ and a standard water cycle—all other model parameters are identical to those illustrated previously. Globally averaged surface temperatures are little changed through the obliquity cycle, as the mean distance to the Sun has not changed—this is expected.
Peak temperatures are found in tropical latitudes during all obliquity periods, but in general, they become progressively cooler as obliquity increases. Global annual mean temperatures are listed in Table 1. Annual average temperatures are somewhat misleading however, as they, by their nature, average together the warmest summertime temperatures with the coldest winter nighttime temperatures. The result is an average temperature in the tropics that is still warmer than the mid and high latitudes but with a lower average saturation vapor pressure [Mischna et al., 2003]. This does not provide the full picture, however, and the viability of longer-term liquid water is perhaps better illustrated in Figure 10, which, again, illustrates the fraction of the martian year for which temperatures exceed 273 K (cf. Figure 4).

Figure 9. Annual average surface temperature for five obliquity values from 5° to 60°. (a) 5°, (b) 15°, (c) 25°, same as Figure 3e, (d) 45°, and (e) 60°. Atmosphere assumed to have a standard water cycle.

Here, we see a dramatic rise in the occurrence of warm temperatures in the north as obliquity rises, with a large swath of the northern hemisphere exceeding 273 K for more than 30% of the year. Much of this is in a single, contiguous summertime period where peak surface temperatures can reach as high as 300 K. Throughout the southern mid and high latitudes, temperatures are above this threshold for about 25% of the year. These are perhaps the most typical types of conditions we might expect on early Mars following volcanic activity with a subsaturated atmosphere, although we find no indication of perpetually warm conditions that might sustain liquid water indefinitely.

Figure 10. Fraction of the year for which surface temperatures exceed 273 K for the same simulations as in Figure 9.
yielding locations in the northern mid and high latitudes that are above freezing for only about 50% of the year. This is sufficient, however, to allow for slow, year-by-year fluvial incision to produce the observed features, which do not require perpetually warm temperatures as a precondition for their development—only seasonal. Thicker baseline CO$_2$ pressures may compensate partially and provide some additional warming; however, thicker atmospheres are not favored later in martian evolution, e.g., during the Hesperian. The significantly increased duration over which warm temperatures are generated during periods of higher obliquity points to the necessary combination of trace gas injection and high obliquity for their formation.

[46] In the opposite direction (not shown), we find that the removal of the trace gas from the atmosphere causes a steady drop in temperature back to the initial, water-saturated value, suggesting that upon loss of the trace gas, the system will return to its nominal state once again.

5.3. Water Sources

[47] To this point, we have overlooked the (necessary) condition of having a source for liquid water at the locations where we have identified warm temperatures, in order to explain they observed fluvial features. Two potential mechanisms for this water can be plausibly invoked and remain consistent with the present results. First, the source of the water may be surface deposits of ice that subsequently melt. While the location of many of the observed fluvial features is inconsistent with a planetary orientation similar to the present, during periods of higher obliquity, it would be possible to have water ice deposits put down in the tropics, as discussed in section 5.2. Over long periods, these
deposits could become substantially thick, possibly providing a periodic source for meltwater during the lower obliquity phases. During a subsequent obliquity excursion, the process would repeat, consistent with the complex history observed in the bedrock, which appears to require multiple episodes of erosion and incision to form terraced and layered deposits. Fluvial systems are much more widespread across the ancient highlands and crust than those originally observed by Viking, and the locations of warm temperatures that are found in Figures 9–12 are consistent with some but not all of the fluvial features observed at the surface; thus, we cannot conclusively dismiss or accept that meltwater is the sole mechanism for establishing liquid surface water.

48 The second source of the water may arise from the subsurface as a result of large-scale, periodic volcanic activity. The originating phase of this water, then, would be liquid, leading to a different evolutionary development. This mechanism is consistent with the MEGAFOUTLPO hypothesis discussed in section 2.2 and the periodic, obliquity-regulated warming episodes we observe in our simulations. Under MEGAFOUTLPO, the “initial state” for the perturbed surface environment can begin with a substantial amount of liquid water rather than smaller trickles of surface melt. The subsequent greenhouse conditions produced by the elevated levels of volcanic gases (H₂O and trace gases included) would be able to sustain this liquid water for at least some time. This introduces a mechanism by which liquid water is made available to the surface—one that does not strictly require warm temperatures but, given such, can benefit by remaining liquid for extended periods, even through cold seasons when meltwater would not be produced.

5.4. Surface Properties

49 The question of surface temperatures able to support liquid water (i.e., T roughly equal to or above 273 K) is, as we have seen, critically dependent on the amount of greenhouse warming, but it is also strongly controlled by the radiative properties of the surface itself. This latter point has thus far received much less attention than accorded to other forcing factors. The current albedo of Mars is determined by the local, relatively bright, dust cover fraction over a much darker (largely basaltic) surface. Dust cover lifts the albedo to about 0.25–0.35 whereas surface albedo can fall below 0.15 for minimally dusty regions. The presence of any dark material on the surface, such as unweathered basalt, or even liquid water can result in even lower surface albedos—open water on Earth exhibits an albedo as low as 8%.

50 We cannot say with conviction what the surface properties of early Mars were, nor is it clear what the long-term weathering profile of the exposed material was. Certainly, it is plausible that aeolian erosion has been a consistent player on Mars since its earliest days, leading to dusty (and, by extension, bright) conditions since the Noachian. However, it is at least equally plausible that on early Mars, with a warmer, thicker, potentially more humid atmosphere and a shorter geologic period over which aeolian erosion would have taken place, the surface was less physically weathered with a brightness significantly lower than the present day. Further, the level of chemical weathering of surface basalt is uncertain on early Mars. Chemical weathering of basalt tends to form palagonite, clays, zeolites, and other amorphous forms in addition to iron oxides (e.g., hematite), which tend to appear brighter than the source material. However, in the absence of an oxidizing atmosphere, oxidative weathering will be suppressed, and the formation of many forms of bright material will be minimized. While Meridiani Planum shows widespread formation of hematite dated to the Noachian/Hesperian boundary, no widespread evidence of iron oxides has been found in more ancient, Noachian, terrains.

51 To test the sensitivity to surface properties, particularly albedo, a set of simulations adjusting surface parameters in various combinations was run. Beginning with a simulation having a standard water cycle and SO₂ (Figures 13a and 14a), two further simulations (Figures 13b and 13c and 14b and 14c) were performed, but with the northern hemisphere (only) albedo changed to 0.12 and 0.08, respectively. The goal is to crudely approximate the dark appearance of an early Mars surface in the north. It is shown that with the surface brightness reduced, much of the northern hemisphere is able to maintain temperatures at or above freezing for much or all of the year.

52 While a simple, dark basaltic surface is consistent with the aforementioned model simulations, it is enticing to ponder the possibility that the “dark” surface modeled in the northern hemisphere could, in fact, be that of liquid water. Were this the case, the atmosphere would be more humid than the standard water cycle simulations would suggest—perhaps being closer to saturated conditions. Figures 13d and 14d show annual average temperatures and the fraction of the year >273 K for a saturated atmosphere having SO₂ and with a northern hemisphere surface albedo of 0.08. Areas with the greatest fraction of time above freezing (>90% in Figure 14d) generally conform to areas with the greatest thermal inertia (the thermal inertia distribution used in these simulations is the same as for the present day). Areas of high thermal inertia would be able to maintain warm temperatures for longer periods if the initial state were, itself, warm. Whether an ocean or a dry,

Figure 13. Annual average temperatures for surface property simulations with standard water cycle and with northern hemisphere prescribed a different, fixed albedo, (a) standard case (cf. Figure 3e); (b) northern hemisphere albedo 0.12; (c) northern hemisphere albedo 0.08; (d) northern hemisphere albedo 0.08 with saturated atmosphere.
dark surface, the argument remains the same, although for the former, the presence of a phase-changing substance does present some additional complexities.

[51] It has recently been recognized that the geomorphology of valley networks in the southern Mars highlands implies significant episodes of rainfall for their genesis [Cruddock and Howard, 2002; Barnhart et al., 2009; Hoke et al., 2011]. Moreover, much of the network development occurred during a relatively brief episode of martian history around the time of the Noachian/Hesperian boundary [Howard et al., 2005; Irwin et al., 2005; Mangold et al., 2012].

[54] It is also observed that the spatial distribution of the valley networks is not uniform, as might be expected if, for example, impacts into the southern highlands were responsible for episodic formation of the networks [Toon et al., 2010]. Instead, the distribution is consistent with what would be expected for a precipitation source associated with a northern plains ocean [Luo and Stepinski, 2009; Stepinski and Luo, 2010]. This relationship of valleys to the margins of the northern edge of the heavily cratered terrain of the southern highlands has been confirmed by an independent study that quantified the spatial distribution of drainage densities [Hynek et al., 2010]. The distribution also corresponds to the locations of deltas that are graded to the base level of a northern plains ocean [DiAchille and Hynek, 2010], to the concentrations of sedimentary rocks on Mars [Malin and Edgett, 2000; Delano and Hynek, 2011], and to the presence of high-Al clay minerals in deep weathering profiles [Le Deit et al., 2012; Loizeau et al., 2012]. The latter would require intense leaching in a surficial environment for their formation. Moreover, such a leaching episode would occur at the Noachian/Hesperian boundary [Loizeau et al., 2012], corresponding to the same episode of precipitation recognized in regard to the valley networks.

[55] Fairén et al. [2012] have explored the ramifications of a dark, near-global surface ocean on early Mars with a 0-D energy balance model derived from the work of Williams and Kasting [1997]. Their conclusions indicate that it becomes difficult to obtain warm (>273 K) global temperatures for all but the most globally ocean-covered scenarios, even with a 3 bar CO$_2$ atmosphere. For most situations, global temperatures remain below freezing. To this end, our model agrees with their findings, as our global temperatures do not ever exceed 273 K (Table 1), and even with a dark, global ocean and a 3 bar CO$_2$ atmosphere (not shown), our globally, annually averaged temperatures never exceed 243 K (cf. 228.8 K at 500 mb); however, as we have noted, this does not preclude the possibility of periodic and localized warm conditions, which appear widespread in our 3-D model and which cannot be reproduced in an energy balance model. There are multiple reasons that the ability to obtain warm conditions appears not to be as dire as suggested by Fairén et al. [2012] and by the global average values in our model. First, in the aforementioned study, heat transport is modeled with a simplified diffusion parameterization, which neglects the true atmospheric circulation, which we find important. Second, the Fairén et al. [2012] radiative transfer scheme neglects the important radiative heating from SO$_2$ or other trace gases, which, as we find, contributes non-negligible warming to the atmosphere.

[56] In summary, surface albedo and thermal inertia are crucial, but largely overlooked, aspects of ancient martian climate. Simple calculations suggest the plausibility of a dark, high thermal inertia surface sustaining warm temperatures for prolonged periods. There may be multiple origins of this putative dark surface, and we have presented evidence that suggests that large surface water deposits, potentially emplaced during warmer phases in martian history, are not inconsistent with the amount of warming observed in our climate model studies nor is the presence of large deposits of unweathered, dry, basaltic material. Further work is needed, but any declaration of Mars being cold and dry on the basis of climate model results alone is probably premature.

6. Discussion

[57] The results shown here contrast strongly with recent results from Johnson et al. [2008] and do not show widespread global warming introduced by the presence of water vapor and SO$_2$ in the martian atmosphere. Rather, such warming may be found in localized environments for relatively short periods of time. Nevertheless, the behavior of the climate system is consistent with one for which the water cycle is influenced by the orbital cycles of the planet. We specifically note two things. First, the water cycle has a markedly different nature between low and high obliquities, as expected. As obliquity decreases, the level of atmospheric water vapor drops precipitously, and the atmosphere is incapable of sustaining warm temperatures in all but the most limited tropical regions for the shortest of periods. In brief, we cannot expect conditions conducive to stable liquid water anywhere, even in the presence of IR-active trace gases such as SO$_2$.

[58] Second, we note that the role of a trace gas “trigger” is a necessary component of this model, without which, the system never gets sufficiently warm to initiate widespread sublimation from the extant polar caps (or surface liquid water reservoirs). As obliquity rises (Figure 14), and the atmosphere becomes more humid, temperatures will rise globally. In the absence of other trace gases, the warming influence of water vapor alone is quite moderate and the surface rarely exceeds the 273 K threshold. More specifically,
even in those circumstances when it does, there will be insufficient water vapor in the atmosphere to produce a greenhouse effect large enough to maintain warm temperatures through the diurnal cycle. Nighttime temperatures are cool, and much of the daytime water vapor is lost, reducing the greenhouse warming even further.

[59] Conversely, in the presence of a trace gas such as \( \text{SO}_2 \), the overall warming, particularly in the warmest locations, is elevated to a point where even during the nighttime hours, it may remain high enough to support elevated levels of water vapor, and the warm temperatures are maintained throughout the day. Thus, it seems that three components are necessary to invoke a global climate conducive to large-scale warmth—volcanic activity that releases an IR-active trace gas such as \( \text{SO}_2 \), a significantly humid atmosphere to provide ample warming, and high obliquity to enable periods of long-term warming.

[60] The idea of a darker surface is an interesting one that deserves future study. Our initial simulations reveal significant warming with the presence of a darker surface globally. It seems necessary in our modeling system to decrease the planetary albedo in order to obtain perpetually warm temperatures in this greenhouse atmosphere. As mentioned previously, the same general conditions can be reached by invoking a dark liquid water ocean or by assuming the widespread presence of low-albedo rock. The ubiquitous presence of Fe-oxide-bearing dust on the surface of Mars is likely an evolving feature, and in Mars’ early history, there may have been significantly less dust on the surface due to a reduced period in which such fine-grained, bright material could have accumulated. Further, in a more humid environment, the accumulation and aeolian transport of unconsolidated dust would likely be less due to greater precipitation, increased cementation of dust, and sedimentation within any bodies of standing water. Or, more simply put, dust and other fine-grained materials may have had a greater probability of becoming part of the rock record as opposed to remaining as unconsolidated sediment.

[61] In conclusion, it seems difficult to generate widespread surface warming in a \( \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{SO}_2 \) atmosphere of any plausible composition, although seasonal warming is found across much of the surface, for at least brief periods, and in some locations for a significant fraction of the Mars year. Warm conditions can be further enhanced by the presence of a darker surface than the present day. Such periodic warming is, as we have discussed in section 2, wholly consistent with both the geochemical [Milliken et al., 2008] and geomorphological [Mangold et al., 2004, 2008] record during the Hesperian, which indicates only periodic, but not perpetual, warming. Changes in obliquity do provide modest changes in the likelihood of surface water due in large part to the increase in water vapor content introduced by the exposure of the polar caps. This warming is triggered by the presence of a trace gas such as \( \text{SO}_2 \) and modulated by the oscillations in the obliquity cycle. In the absence of any of these three components (available water vapor, trace gas trigger, and high obliquity), the cycle does not perpetuate. We have intentionally neglected some significant negative feedback mechanisms in the present work—most specifically the existence of water clouds and sulfur aerosols in the atmosphere—both of which may have a significant cooling effect on overall climate. The difficulty with which warm conditions are obtained under the more “standard” simulations without any such cooling effects makes the likelihood of obtaining surface water even more challenging if such factors are incorporated. In this way, our simulations provide perhaps very optimistic estimates for the plausibility of liquid water on Mars. Future work should continue to examine the role of atmospheric clouds and aerosols and more deeply explore the possible role of a northern ocean on early Mars.
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